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Abstract

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) involves thousands of alleles in over 850 genes, but the current functional inference tools

are not sufficient to predict phenotypic changes. As a result, the causal relationship of most of these genetic variants in the

pathogenesis of ASD has not yet been demonstrated and an experimental method prioritizing missense alleles for further

intensive analysis is crucial. For this purpose, we have designed a pipeline that uses Caenorhabditis elegans as a genetic

model to screen for phenotype-changing missense alleles inferred from human ASD studies. We identified highly conserved

human ASD-associated missense variants in their C. elegans orthologs, used a CRISPR/Cas9-mediated homology-directed

knock-in strategy to generate missense mutants and analyzed their impact on behaviors and development via several

broad-spectrum assays. All tested missense alleles were predicted to perturb protein function, but we found only 70% of

them showed detectable phenotypic changes in morphology, locomotion or fecundity. Our findings indicate that certain

missense variants in the C. elegans orthologs of human CACNA1D, CHD7, CHD8, CUL3, DLG4, GLRA2, NAA15, PTEN, SYNGAP1

and TPH2 impact neurodevelopment and movement functions, elevating these genes as candidates for future study into

ASD. Our approach will help prioritize functionally important missense variants for detailed studies in vertebrate models

and human cells.

https://academic.oup.com/
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Introduction

Many psychiatric disorders such as autism spectrum disorder

(ASD, OMIM: 209850) have been linked to genetic variants that

disrupt but do not necessarily eliminate protein functions.

Missense variants in particular account for approximately half of

the genetic changes known to cause disease (1), butmost studies

focus on identifying likely gene-disruptive mutations (e.g.

nonsense, frameshift or splice-site) instead ofmissense variants.

The severity of ASD is thought to be correlated with the average

contribution of familial influences and de novo mutations (2);

individuals with ASD are more likely to carry a de novomissense

mutation (3). Missense mutations account for a large number of

variants of uncertain significance, which are genomic variants

that have an unclear effect on protein function and clinical

significance due to inadequate or conflicting information (4,5).

Given that some missense alleles have been validated, one

challenge is to identify the subset of ASD-associated mutations

that are deleterious.

Because missense variants are numerous, functional infer-

ence tools are widely used to predict the damaging effects of

specific missense variants. Most current software relies heav-

ily on sequence conservation to predict the potency of mis-

sense variants as conserved regions are considered more likely

to be affected by purifying selection (6) but only 27% of mis-

sense mutations predicted by sequence conservation showed

disrupted protein function in a recent rodent study (7). Given

that any gene carries a certain chance of containing a missense

mutation and every individual will have a different subset of

missense mutations in their genome, computational analyses

are insufficient for predicting the functional importance of such

mutations (7). Additionally, interpretation of these data is inad-

equate due to variable penetrance, dosage sensitivity and func-

tional redundancy of mutated proteins and can result in a high

false-positive rate of prediction (1,8). On the other hand, variants

that scored as neutral/benign may impact other physiological

functions that were not expected (9). Therefore, the functional

inference tools used to predict damaging effects are not accurate

enough to be used as the sole basis for a conclusion, and a test

of broad biological phenotypes is necessary to understand the

nature of missense variants with uncertain significance.

Evaluation of missense variants in vivo is essential to accu-

rately interpret available data as only 13% of identified de novo

missense variants are suspected to contribute to the risk of ASD

(3,10). Due to the large number of missense variants, an efficient

pipeline is needed to evaluate the functional consequence of all

residues in vivo. There have been only few studies conducted

to validate the functional consequence of missense variants in

vivo. Chen et al. (11) evaluated the disruptiveness of a mutation

exclusively on its capacity to disrupt protein interactions using

the yeast two-hybrid method. Another study by Miosge et al. (7)

compared the deleterious effects predicted computationally to

the actual N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) induced mutant rodent

models. Despite such exciting findings, a comprehensively tar-

geted screen to test whether ASD-associated missense muta-

tions are function-disrupting in amulti-cellularmodel organism

has not yet been done. The short life cycle and easily accessible

genome in Caenorhabditis elegans make it a useful tool to rapidly

evaluate whether a particular disease-associated missense vari-

ant results in phenotypic consequences (12–14).

In this study, we established a pipeline for identifying ASD-

associated protein-disrupting missense residues in the ortholo-

gous C. elegans proteins (Fig. 1A). First, the C. elegans residues

corresponding to human missense variants were identified

based on sequence conservation. The C. elegans equivalents

of human missense mutants were generated using clustered

regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)-Cas9

and homology-directed genome editing (‘knock-in’). We then

analyzed the effects of these autism-associatedmissense alleles

by comparing observable phenotypes from these missense

mutants to the wild-type and known loss-of-function mutant

controls. Missense mutants with phenotypic changes reflect

alteration in protein function, indicating the importance of these

alleles. We found that 19% of the ASD-associated missense

variants are conserved in C. elegans. We evaluated the effects

of 20 missense alleles that were predicted to be phenotype

altering and found that only 70% of them displayed phenotypic

changes in morphology, locomotion and fecundity. Our method

demonstrates our ability to screen for subtle phenotypic changes

and, in doing so, illustrates the functional importance of the

effect of missense mutations on human disease.

Results

Identifying C. elegans analogs of ASD-associated
missense mutations

In order to identify the functionally importantmissense variants

implicated in complex human diseases, we established a

pipeline to screen for functional changes in orthologous proteins

in C. elegans (Fig. 1A). Of the 1811 human ASD-associated

missense variants from 423 human genes, 778 alleles (43%) from

221 human genes were identified in C. elegans orthologs. Most

of the human genes were aligned to one C. elegans ortholog, but

∼20% of the genes (47 of 221) had more than one orthologous

protein in C. elegans (Fig. 2A). In some cases, human genes

from the same family share the same C. elegans orthologous

protein (e.g. both human CHD7 and CHD8 genes share the

same C. elegans orthologs chd-7). Our goal was to identify each

orthologous protein and corresponding equivalent residue

based on sequence conservation. To achieve this, our software

utilized comparative genomics and multiple alignments to

ensure that the detected residue reflects conservation across

the evolutionary tree and gene family (Fig. 2B). We found that

345 (19%) of missense loci from 157 human genes not only have

orthologs in C. elegans but also had at least one conserved amino

acid residue between human and C. elegans (Fig. 2A). Sometimes,

one human residue could be matched to multiple orthologs in

C. elegans (37 of the 345 conserved residues). For example, GLRA2

has multiple orthologous proteins in C. elegans, (glc-1, glc-2, glc-3,

glc-4, avr-14 and avr-15). In these cases, we picked the worm

residue candidate that had the sgRNA sequence most likely to

produce an efficient CRISPR-Cas9 double strand break based

on an online sgRNA prediction tool (15). For each allele, we

identified the corresponding C. elegans ortholog, assessed the

residues affected by missense mutations for evolutionary

conservation and selected genes with a known phenotype

for their loss-of-function mutation in C. elegans (from existing

mutants or RNAi). To prioritize genes for functional screening,

we focused on those genes with multiple missense variants as

the chance of one causing a phenotypic defect increases when

multiple missense mutations are observed in a single gene

(16). We also prioritized genes involved in multiple biological

pathways (17) or genes with other mutations resulting in a stop

codon.

To capture the impacts of missense mutations in diverse

physiological functions, we sampled 20 ASD-associated mis-

sense changes in residues conserved in the C. elegans orthologs
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Figure 1. Generation of ASD-associated missense variants in C. elegans. (A) Experimental pipeline. First, we used bioinformatics to identify human ASD-associated

missense variants conserved in C. elegans protein sequences. We generated the C. elegans missense mutants using CRISPR/Cas9 and homology-directed knock-in

technique. We then analyzed the effects of these autism-associated alleles by comparing observable phenotypes from these alleles to both wild-type and known loss-

of-function mutant controls. (B) Mutant strain screening process. Three days after injection (P0), F1 offspring expressing co-conversion marker, such as dumpy (black),

were selected into individual plates.We genotyped the F2 offspring to identify the heterozygous plates. For each heterozygous plate containing the successful knock-in

target missense residue (m), we randomly selected 16–20 F2 wild type-looking offspring (white) and separated them into individual plates (F3). A second round of

genotyping process was then conducted to identify homozygous plates, which were cryo-preserved for future studies.

of 11 human genes (Table 1; Supplementary Material, Fig. S1).

These ASD-associated missense mutations were identified in

genes that were known to have a role in synaptic function

(i.e. DLG4, SYNGAP1, CACNA1D and GLRA2), gene expression

regulation (i.e. CHD7, CHD8 and CUL3) or neuronal signaling

and cytoskeleton functions (i.e. PTEN, MAPK3, TPH2 and

NAA15). Multiple aspects of physiological functions were

examined, including morphology, locomotion and fecundity.

These well-established quantitative assays enabled us to

detect subtle changes in morphology, movement and coordi-

nation, as well as reproduction and completion of embryonic

development (14,18).

Morphology of missense mutants

To examine changes in morphology, we utilized a quantitative

tracking system to measure the length, width and body area of

these missense mutants under freely moving condition. Alter-

ations in size were detected in avr-15/GLR2, chd-7/CHD7 or CHD8;

cul-3/CUL3; daf-18/PTEN; gap-2/SYNGAP1; egl-19/CACNA1D; hpo-

29/NAA15; and tph-1/TPH2 (Table 2). Every chd-7 mutant tested

showed a significant decrease in body width and area. A null

mutant, chd-7(sy956), displayed the most severe defects. Other

missense alleles, chd-7(L1220P), chd-7(L1487R), chd-7(G1225S) and

chd-7(P253L), showed milder degree of defects. One of the egl-19

missense mutants, egl-19(Y333S), displayed a smaller decrease

in body length, width and areas compared to the semidominant

allele, egl-19(n2368) (19). Another egl-19 mutant, egl-19(V331M),

showed a similar body size as the N2 wild-type strain. Similarly,

the tph-1(R259Q) mutant showed a decrease in body length and

area, and the change was milder in the missense mutant as

compared to the null mutant tph-1(mg280) (20). One missense

mutation in avr-15, avr-15(R364Q), caused a decrease in body

length, width and area, similar to its null mutant, avr-15(ad1051)

(21). Another avr-15 missense mutant, avr-15(N347S), showed

no morphological changes. Missense mutant hpo-29(L575S)

exhibited shorter body length. Missense mutants cul-3(H728R),

daf-18(H168Q) and gap-2(C417Y) displayed increased body width

and area. Missense mutants of dlg-1/DLG4 andmpk-1/MAPK3 did

not show morphological changes.

Movement and coordination of missense mutants

To examine movement and coordination in these missense

mutants, a quantitative tracking system was used to measure

https://academic.oup.com/hmg/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/hmg/ddz051#supplementary-data
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Figure 2. Detection of conserved ASD-associated missense residues in C. elegans. (A) For each missense allele, the C. elegans ortholog of the corresponding human gene

was identified using the Ensembl Compara method. Each Ensembl ortholog pair was underpinned by a protein multiple-sequence alignment, which can be used to

identify the putative orthologous C. elegans amino acid for a given human amino acid. Forty-three percent of the human missense variants had at least one C. elegans

ortholog. A total of 130 of the 778 orthologous missense variants had more than one C. elegans ortholog (black bar). Overall, only 19% of the missense residues were

orthologous and conserved in C. elegans. (B) Section of the protein multiple alignment for human (Hsa) CHD7 and its orthologs in mouse (Mmu), zebrafish (Dre) and

C. elegans (Cel). Residues in the alignment have been colored by JalView (PMID: 19151095) using the Clustal X coloring scheme. Circled are two ASD-linked missense

variants in CHD7 that occur in a highly conserved region across all the species.

moving speed, reversal rate and sinusoidal wavelength and

amplitude. Locomotion defects were found inmissensemutants

of chd-7/CHD7 or CHD8, daf-18/PTEN, gap-2/GLRA2 and hpo-

29/NAA15 (Fig. 3; Supplementary Material, Table S2). Less severe

than null mutant, all missense mutants in chd-7, except chd-

7(P253L), exhibited decreased speed. Missense mutant hpo-

29(L575S) also showed a significant decrease in speed. In terms of

reversal rate, most chd-7 mutants, except chd-7(P253L), showed a

significant reduction in turns perminute.Missensemutants daf-

18(H138R) and gap-2(C417Y) displayed an increased reversal rate.

Missense mutations in avr-15/GLRA2, cul-3/CUL3, dlg-1/DLG4, egl-

19/CACNA1D, mpk-1/MAPK3 and tph-1/TPH2 did not result in

differences in speed and reversal rate.

Locomotion in C. elegans is typically expressed as the

wavelength and amplitude of a sinusoidal wave (22). Motor

coordination defects have been associated with ASD (23) and

were found in missense mutants of avr-15/GLRA2, chd-7/CHD7

or CHD8, daf-18/PTEN and tph-1/TPH2 (Fig. 3; Supplementary

Material, Table S2). The tph-1(R259Q) mutant exhibited sig-

nificantly lower wavelength and higher amplitude, indicating

a curvier sinusoidal wave similar to but less severely than

its null mutant (Supplementary Material, Fig. S2). One of the

avr-15 missense mutants, avr-15(R364Q), showed a decrease

in wavelength, slightly milder than the null mutant, avr-

15(ad1051) (21). Another avr-15 mutant, avr-15(N347S), showed

normal sinusoidal shape. All missense mutants in chd-7, except

https://academic.oup.com/hmg/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/hmg/ddz051#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/hmg/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/hmg/ddz051#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/hmg/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/hmg/ddz051#supplementary-data
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Table 1. Strain information

Human gene Human cDNA

changea
Human protein

change

Inheritance

pattern

C. elegans gene

(allele)

C. elegans protein

change

Strain name

CACNA1D c.1105G>A V369M Unknown egl-19(sy849) V331M PS7085

CACNA1D c.1112A>C Y371S Unknown egl-19(sy850) Y333S PS7156

CHD7 c.2986G>A G996S De novo chd-7(sy861) G1225S PS7293

CHD7 c.3770T>G L1257R De novo chd-7(sy855) L1487R PS7317

CHD8 c.2501T>C L834P De novo chd-7(sy859) L1220P PS7318

CHD8 c.494C>T P165L Unknown chd-7(sy1049) P253L PS7267

CUL3 c.2156A>G H719R De novo cul-3(sy874) H728R PS7387

DLG4 c.2281G>A V761I Unknown dlg-1(sy872) V964I PS7343

GLRA2 c.407A>G N136S De novo avr-15(sy873) N347S PS7384

GLRA2 c.458G>A R153Q De novo avr-15(sy851) R364Q PS7257

MAPK3 c.833G>A R278Q De novo mpk-1(sy870) R332Q PS7382

NAA15 c.1319T>C L440S Familial hpo-29(sy877) L575S PS7394

PTEN c.66C>G D22E Familial daf-18(sy879) D66E PS7439

PTEN c.208C>G L70V Unknown daf-18(sy887) L115V PS7432

PTEN c.278A>G H93R De novo daf-18(sy881) H138R PS7436

PTEN c.369C>G H123Q Unknown daf-18(sy885) H168Q PS7430

PTEN c.392C>T T131I De novo daf-18(sy882) T176I PS7434

SYNGAP1 c.698G>A C233Y De novo gap-2 (sy889) C417Y PS7433

SYNGAP1 c.1288C>T L430F Familial gap-2(sy886) L660F PS7457

TPH2 c.674G>A R225Q Familial tph-1(sy878) R259Q PS7395

aThe virtual cDNA was provided by the SFARI database.

Table 2. Morphological phenotypes of missense alleles and their controls

Gene Length (μm) Width (μm) Area (μm2)

N2 1105 ± 5 87.8 ± 0.7 98 798 ± 1147

avr-15(N347S) 1101 ± 7 87.9 ± 1.5 98 214 ± 1273

avr-15(R364Q) 989 ± 7a 77.3 ± 0.9a 77 860 ± 1457a

avr-15(ad1051) 1033 ± 10a 78.5 ± 0.8a 82 468 ± 1410a

chd-7(P253L) 1110 ± 9 78.9 ± 0.9a 86 572 ± 1815a

chd-7(L1220P) 978 ± 10a 76.2 ± 1.0a 75 909 ± 1432a

chd-7(G1225S) 1038 ± 11a 80.8 ± 1.3a 85 400 ± 1977a

chd-7(L1487R) 1033 ± 13a 81.7 ± 1.3a 86 060 ± 2277a

chd-7(sy956) 954 ± 6a 75.4 ± 0.9a 73 201 ± 1254a

cul-3(H728R) 1111 ± 9 96.1 ± 2.8a 108 771 ± 3865a

daf-18(D66E) 1125 ± 14 91.5 ± 1.1 104 804 ± 2496

daf-18(L115V) 1128 ± 9 94.2 ± 1.1 108 208 ± 1902

daf-18(H138R) 1130 ± 6 94.6 ± 1.2 108 706 ± 1366

daf-18(H168Q) 1148 ± 6 103.3 ± 2.7a 120 936 ± 3535a

daf-18(T176I) 1135 ± 9 93.1 ± 1.4 107 395 ± 1711

dlg-1(V964I) 1129 ± 4 83.2 ± 0.9 95 502 ± 1210

egl-19(V331M) 1082 ± 4 83.1 ± 1.1 91 504 ± 1448

egl-19(Y333S) 1052 ± 8a 81.2 ± 0.7a 86 896 ± 1310a

egl-19(n2368sd) 639 ± 10a 68.1 ± 0.8a 44 402 ± 1104a

gap-2(C417Y) 1128 ± 14 98.7 ± 2.6a 113 351 ± 3713a

gap-2(L660F) 1120 ± 13 89.0 ± 1.7 101 634 ± 3020

hpo-29(L575S) 1044 ± 12a 94.0 ± 2.4 99 849 ± 3111

mpk-1(R332Q) 1145 ± 7 88.0 ± 1.7 10 4188 ± 1889

tph-1(R259Q) 1026 ± 9a 84.5 ± 1.1 88 238 ± 1151a

tph-1(mg280) 993 ± 20a 80.9 ± 1.3a 81 918 ± 2765a

aP < 0.01 via one-way analysis of variance and multiple comparison. All values are presented as mean ± SEM.

chd-7(P253L), displayed a decreased wavelength and/or ampli-

tude. The mutation in chd-7(L1220P) resulted in a decrease in

both wavelength and amplitude.Mutations in chd-7(G1225S) and

chd-7(L1487R) led to a decrease in wavelength and amplitude,

respectively. A null mutant of chd-7 also displayed a decrease

wavelength. Two of the daf-18 missense mutants, daf-18(H138R)

and daf-18(H168Q), exhibited an increase in amplitude and

wavelength, respectively. Missense mutations in cul-3/CUL3, dlg-

1/DLG4, egl-19/CACNA1D, gap-2/SYNGAP1, hpo-29/NAA15 and

mpk-1/MAPK3 did not lead to differences in the sinusoidal

wave.

Fecundity of missense mutants

We used the fecundity assay to examine larvae viability in genes

with reported sterile or lethal phenotypes in null mutants.
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Figure 3. Locomotion phenotypes of missense alleles and their controls. (A) Speed and (B) reversal rate are measurement of locomotion while (C) wavelength and

(D) amplitude represent sinusoidal shape of movement. avr-15(R364Q)mutant showed decreased wavelength.Most chd-7missense mutants displayed a weaker version

of the null mutant phenotypes in all measurements. daf-18(H138R) and daf-18(H168Q) exhibited larger sinusoidal wavelength and amplitude. gap-2(C417Y) showed

higher reversal rate. hpo-29(L575S) displayed slower speed. tph-1(R259Q) exhibited changes in sinusoidal movement. Bars were presented as the mean ± SEM. Each dot

represented the average of one plate containing 8–10 worms. ∗P < 0.01 via one-way analysis of variance andmultiple comparison to wild type. Horizontal line indicated

the mean of wild type.

Fecundity defects were found in missense mutants of chd-

7/CHD7 or CHD8, cul-3/CUL3 and dlg-1/DLG4 (Fig. 4). Three of

four missense mutations in the chromatin modifier gene chd-

7 displayed a reduced fecundity phenotype compared to the

wild-type control strain N2. Specifically, the chd-7(L1220P) allele

had a median fecundity of 119 (P < 10−6); chd-7(G1225S) had

a median fecundity of 176 (P = 1.2 × 10−5); chd-7(L1487R)

had a median fecundity of 168 (P = 4.4 × 10−5); and chd-

7(P253L) had a median fecundity of 254.5 compared to a

median fecundity of 228 for N2 control. These missense alleles

showed weaker fecundity defects compared to its deletion

(chd-7(tm6139)) or frameshift (chd-7(sy956)) controls, which had

median fecundity of 38 and 47, respectively (P < 10−6). Missense

variants in the DNA replication gene, cul-3(H728R), also dis-

played a decreased fecundity of 168.5 (P = 10−6). In addi-

tion, the missense variant dlg-1(V964I) showed a reduced

median fecundity of 154.5 (P < 10−6), which is slightly less

severe than the 67% reduction in a previous RNAi study

(24). We did not observe changes in fecundity in missense

mutants in other genes, namely avr-15/GLRA2, daf-18/PTEN, egl-

19/CACNA1D, gap-2/SYNGAP1, hpo-29/NAA15, mpk-1/MAPK3 and

tph-1/TPH2.

Comparison with phenotype-predicting software

To examine the accuracy of our biological platform, we

compared our results to the existing prediction software Sorting

Intolerant From Tolerant (SIFT) and Polymorphism Pheno-

typing v.2 (PolyPhen-2) (Table 3). SIFT emphasizes sequence

conservation and the physical properties of amino acids (25)

whereas PolyPhen-2 considers both the analysis of multiple

sequence alignments and protein 3D structures (26). Both

software programs are commonly used to predict the effects

of non-synonymous amino acid changes. For SIFT, all the

alleles tested were predicted to be damaging due to having a

similar approach of analyzing sequence conservation as our

software. Our phenotypic assays identified six residues (among

the 20 predictions) that did not align with the prediction.

As compared to PolyPhen-2’s prediction, 35% (7/20) of the

phenotypic results do not agree with the predictions. Among

the seven strains that did not match, five were predicted to

have damaging effects but had no phenotypic change in our

functional assays (false positive), and two were predicted to

be benign but displayed phenotypic changes (false negative).

Overall, our results demonstrated that 70% (14 of 20) missense
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Figure 4. Fecundity phenotype of missense alleles and their controls.Most chd-7mutants displayed decreased fecundity. The defects weremore subtle than its deletion

(tm6139) or frameshift (sy956) null controls. cul-3(H728R) and dlg-1(V964I) also showed decrease in fecundity. Each dot represented total number of living larvae from

one animal. Approximately 20 animals were tested in each strain. Wild type (N2) and its median values (dotted vertical line) were shown in blue. Mutants significantly

different (sig) from wild type were shown in red. P < 0.01/(total test number) via non-parametric bootstrap analysis.

alleles predicted to be damaging by at least one functional

inference tool actually showed detectable phenotypic changes

in morphology, locomotion, and fecundity.

Discussion

In this study, we have developed a fast and tractable pipeline

to comprehensively screen for ASD-associated missense

mutations. Our analysis finds that 43% of the human disease-

associated alleles have an ortholog in the genome of C. elegans,

which is consistent with previous estimates (27). Among the

19% conserved loci, we evaluated 20 missense alleles that were

predicted to be damaging and found 70% of them actually cause

detectable phenotypic changes.We have successfully prioritized

14 missense variants that are functionally significant in C.

elegans orthologs of human genes. These are the first animal

models with deliberately engineered missense mutations in

these loci. Our approach is useful for characterizing novel

missense alleles that are potentially relevant to human disease

and be used as a tool to identify functionally consequential

alleles.
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Table 3. Comparison of behavioral results to software prediction

Human gene C. elegans gene PolyPhen-2a (1-SIFT)a Phenotype

CACNA1D(V369M) egl-19(V331M) 0.995 0.99 No

CACNA1D(Y371S) egl-19(Y333S) 1 1 Morphology changes

CHD7(G996S) chd-7(G1225S) 0.998 1 Morphology changes, locomotion variants and reduced fecundity

CHD7(L1257R) chd-7(L1487R) 1 1 Morphology changes, locomotion variants and reduced fecundity

CHD8(L834P) chd-7(L1220P) 1 1 Morphology changes, locomotion variants and reduced fecundity

CHD8(P165L) chd-7(P253L) 0.996 0.86 Morphology changes

CUL3(H719R) cul-3(H728R) 1 0.96 Morphology changes and reduced fecundity

DLG4(V761I) dlg-1(V964I) 0.001 0.84 Reduced fecundity

GLRA2(N136S) avr-15(N347S) 0.979 1 Locomotion variants

GLRA2(R153Q) avr-15(R364Q) 0.997 1 Locomotion variants

MAPK3(R278Q) mpk-1(R332Q) 0.997 1 No

NAA15(L440S) hpo-29(L575S) 0.999 0.96 Morphology changes and locomotion variants

PTEN(D22E) daf-18(D66E) 0.297 0.93 No

PTEN(L70V) daf-18(L115 V) 0.999 1 No

PTEN(H93R) daf-18(H138R) 1 0.97 Locomotion variants

PTEN(H123Q) daf-18(H168Q) 1 1 Morphology changes and locomotion variants

PTEN(T131I) daf-18(T176I) 1 0.82 No

SYNGAP1(C233Y) gap-2(C417Y) 0.940 1 No

SYNGAP1(L430F) gap-2(L660F) 1 1 Morphology changes and locomotion variants

TPH2(R225Q) tph-1(R259Q) 0.162 0.92 Morphology changes and locomotion variants

aPolyPhen-2 and SIFT prediction scores were based on human sequence (1 = probably damaging).

Compared to null mutants, most of the phenotypically

alteredmissense alleles displayedmilder phenotypes, indicating

that our assays can detect relatively subtle changes in protein

functions. For example, the chd-7 missense mutants and tph-

1(R259Q) displayed hypomorphic phenotypes less severe than

their null mutants (28). The cul-3(H728R) and dlg-1(V964I)

missense mutants displayed a smaller reduction in fecundity

compared to previous RNAi studies (24,29,30). avr-15(R364Q)

showed defects in morphology and locomotion similar to its

null mutant, avr-15(ad1051), even though it did not recapitulate

the spontaneous reversal rate defect documented in an RNAi

study (31). The functional consequences of missense alleles can

vary in different assays. For instance, the egl-19(Y333S) showed

milder morphological changes similar to its null mutant (28)

but displayed normal functions in locomotion and fecundity.

Missense mutants hpo-29(L575S) and gap-2(C417Y) displayed

defects in morphology and locomotion, but they did not show

the fecundity defects reported in RNAi studies (30,32). The daf-

18(H138R) and daf-18(H168Q) missense mutants showed defects

in morphology and locomotion, which were not documented

before, suggesting a role for our biological screening platforms

to detect subtle phenotypic changes in different physiological

functions.

As pointed out in the previous literature, computational

inference tends to have a higher false-positive rate of identifying

protein function-disrupting missense alleles (1). This study

demonstrated that predictions based solely on sequence conser-

vation did not effectively distinguish missense mutations that

cause phenotypic changes from ones that exhibit no observable

phenotype. Only 70% of our behavioral results agreed with the

predictions from two commonly used computational programs,

PolyPhen-2 and SIFT. Most of the discrepancies are false positive

predictions. Absence of a phenotype in vivo may occur due to

genetic redundancy and robust gene networks compensating

for the inhibition of a single component, especially in tightly

regulated cellular networks involving in signaling, metabolic

and transcriptional pathways (33), or we simply did not observe

every possible phenotype. More pointedly, our study showed

that two missense alleles, predicted by PolyPhen-2 as benign,

presented phenotypes. The fecundity defect found in dlg-

1(V964I) can be recapitulated by RNAi whereas the tph-1(R259Q)

displayed hypomorphic phenotypes similar to its null mutant

(24). The false negatives predicted by the software indicate a

void in current prediction algorithms, suggesting a need for

a screening platform in a multicellular model organism such

as our own. Our in vivo screening platform not only selects

for genes that display sequence conservation across evolution

but also reflects the complex nature in biological system, such

as redundancy and compensation. Our phenotypic results can

also provide feedback to improve the accuracy of prediction

algorithm.

In contrast with previous studies on the phenotypic conse-

quences of missense mutations, our platform examines gene

functions in its endogenous multicellular context. Compared to

a previous study using yeast two-hybrid to verify the effects of

missense mutations in protein interaction experimentally and

computationally (11), our strategy captures the overall readout

of mutation effects and intercellular interaction. Furthermore,

our use of endogenous proteins allows all other molecular inter-

actions to remain intact and thus avoids potential confounding

factors, such as intron disruption and isoform imbalance (34,35).

As a result, using CRISPR to knock-in a DNAmissense template is

more efficient andmaymore accurately reflect the consequence

of a variant than does a ‘humanized’ model organism (36–38).

Our high-throughput screening strategy occupies an unusual

niche in primary screening for the consequence of missense

mutations in vivo.

Using C. elegans as a model for psychiatric disorders has

some limitations, including a lack of highly complex behaviors

and some neurotransmitter systems (e.g. norepinephrine). How-

ever, C. elegans and humans share essential physiological path-

ways (e.g. insulin signaling, Ras/Notch signaling, p53 and many

miRNAs), neurotransmitter systems and receptor pharmacology

(14,27). The transparency and easy access genetic tools make

C. elegans a powerful model for dissecting the mechanisms of

pathological conditions and drug target identification. The short
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generation time of C. elegans enable high-throughput screen-

ing for numerous targets (such as missense variants) before

embarking on less efficient and more costly animal models (27).

In addition, with the tissue-specific promoters and conditional

knockout techniques available in C. elegans, it is possible to deci-

pher the effects of these disease-associatedmissensemutations

spatially and temporally (39–41). For genetic candidates that

show correlated expression, our platform also can be used to

investigate the interaction between missense variants by gen-

erating double/multiple missense mutations model.

The discovery of novel genetic variants associated with

human diseases has accelerated due to technical improvements

and decreasing costs of next-generation sequencing. However, it

is difficult to assess the impact of single missense mutations

due to the complexity of human genetic backgrounds. One

solution is to test variants in a model organism with an isogenic

background to quickly identify variants producing changes

in protein function. Here, we developed an experimental

pipeline to investigate the functional consequences of ASD-

associated missense variants in C. elegans. Our approach will

help prioritize consequential missense variants for detailed

studies in vertebrate models or human cells. This pipeline will

serve as a stepping stone for defining molecular mechanisms in

complex human diseases such as ASD.

Materials and Methods

Mapping locations of human residues to the C. elegans
genome

ASD-associated missense variants were obtained from the

SFARI Gene–Human Gene Module (42) (Supplementary Material,

Table S1).We used the comparative genomics resources provided

by Ensembl (release 90), which integrates in-house annotation

for nearly 100 vertebrate genomes (e.g. human, mouse and

zebrafish) with reference annotation for selected invertebrate

model organisms (e.g. C. elegans, with genome and annotation

provided by WormBase). Ensembl provides a protein multiple

alignment and evolutionary trees for each gene family and

asserts orthology and paralogy relationships between pairs of

genes (43). These data were organized with a custom automated

pipeline (44): for a given human genome coordinate, (a) identify

which human protein-coding gene (if any) coincided with the

provided coordinate; (b) obtain the amino acid coordinates

in that protein; (c) check if the human gene has a C. elegans

ortholog; (d) if so, use the multiple alignment associated with

the orthology assertion to identify the orthologous amino acid

in the C. elegans protein; and (e) from the protein coordinates,

obtain the corresponding position in the C. elegans reference

genome.

Strains

The Bristol N2 C. elegans strain was used as the wild-type

control and background for all CRISPR experiments (13). The

control strains for functional assays were obtained from

laboratory stock, the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (CGC) and

the National BioResource Project—C. elegans (NBRP). Loss-of-

functionmutant controlswere JD105 avr-15(ad1051) (21), FX17094

chd-7(tm6139), PS3071 egl-19(n2368sd) (19), SD464 mpk-1(ga117)

(45) and PS3156 tph-1(mg280) (20). All strains were maintained

on nematode growth medium (NGM) agar plates seeded with

Escherichia coli OP50 at room temperature (20◦C–22◦C).

Generation of missense mutant strains

The Cas9 protein-based CRISPR knock-in protocol was adapted

from Paix et al. (46). The sgRNA sequences were selected using

the C. elegans CRISPR guide RNA tool (15). Single-stranded donor

oligonucleotides contained 35 bp of flanking homology on both

sides of the mutated region. An online tool for restriction analy-

sis, WatCut, was used to assist in designing restriction sites that

did not affect protein sequence. The crRNA, tracrRNA and donor

oligonucleotides were commercially synthesized and dissolved

in Nuclease Free Duplex Buffer (Integrated DNA Technologies

Inc., Coralville, IA). Purified Cas9 protein was a kind gift from Dr

Tsui-Fen Chou (LA BioMed). gRNA duplexes were generated by

mixing crRNA and tracrRNA at 1:1 ratio and incubating at 94◦C

for 2min. The Cas9 protein (25 μm final concentration) and gRNA

duplex (27 μm final concentration) were mixed and incubated

at room temperature for 5 min before adding donor oligonu-

cleotides (0.6 μm final concentration). To facilitate screening,dpy-

10(cn64) or unc-58(e665)was used as a co-conversion marker and

made up part of the crRNA and donor oligo used (47) (Fig. 1B). A

crRNA ratio [marker: target gene] of 1:4 and 2:3were used for dpy-

10 and unc-58, respectively. A donor ratio [marker: target gene] of

1:2 was used for both dpy-10 and unc-58.

The F1 offspring displaying the co-conversion phenotype

were genotyped as follows: about 5 worms were picked into

10 μl lysis buffer (10 mm Tris, 50 mm KCl, 2 mm MgCl2, pH 8.0)

with proteinase K (500 ng/ml; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and

incubated at 65◦C for an hour to extract genomic DNA. The

genomic prep was amplified in a PCR reaction and then treated

with a restriction enzyme (NEB, Ipswich, MA) to check the pres-

ence of targeted missense mutation. Mutants with the correct

length were confirmed by sequencing (Laragen, Culver City, CA).

When available, we saved two independent missense mutant

lines. While there are little to no off-targets effects of Cas9 (48),

C. elegansN2 suffers approximately onemutation per generation

so it was useful to have more than one strain for each locus.

Fecundity assay

Well-fed C. elegans were synchronized at the L4 stage. Individual

L4 hermaphrodites were placed on separate NGM plates seeded

with OP50 and these animals were subsequently transferred to

a new plate every day. The number of newly hatched larvae

progeny was counted for every plate 1 day after the adult was

transferred. The total fecundity consisted of the sum of progeny

produced for 3 days per animal.

Locomotion tracking

Well-fed L4 hermaphrodites were picked at ∼16 h before the

experiment to provide synchronized young adults. On the day

of the experiment, eight young adults were picked onto NGM

plates freshly seeded with a 50 μl drop of a saturation-phase

culture of OP50. The worms were given 30 min for habituation

and then tracked for 4 min. Strains were tracked between 1 p.m.

and 6 p.m. across several days.WormLab (MBF Bioscience,Willis-

ton, VT) equipment and software were used for tracking and

analyses. The camera was a Nikon AF Micro 60/2.8D with zoom

magnification. A 2456 × 2052 resolution, 7.5 fps camera with a

magnification that results in 8.2 μm per pixel and an FOV of

roughly 2 × 2 cm2 were used. Approximately 8–10 plates were

tracked per experimental strain. The mean of each plate was

first calculated and then the total mean of all plates of the same

genotype was computed.

https://academic.oup.com/hmg/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/hmg/ddz051#supplementary-data
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Statistical analysis

The fecundity assay was analyzed using a non-parametric

bootstrap analysis (D. Angeles-Albores & P.W. Sternberg,

unpublished). Initially, the two datasets were mixed, samples

were selected at random with replacement from the mixed

population into two new datasets and then the difference

in the averages of these new datasets were calculated; this

process was iterated 106 times. We reported the P-value as the

probability when the difference in the average of simulated

datasets was greater than the difference in the average of the

original datasets. If P < 0.01/(total testing number), we rejected

the null hypothesis that the average values of the two datasets

were not equal to each other. Morphology and locomotion were

analyzed by one-way analysis of variance using GraphPad Prism

version 6 (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA). Dunnettmultiple comparisons

were performed between wild-type and mutant strains. The

significant level was defined as P < 0.01.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.

Web resources

SFARI Gene–Human Gene Module,

https://gene.sfari.org/database/human-gene/

Ensembl, www.ensembl.org

WormBase, www.wormbase.org

C. elegans CRISPR guide RNA tool, http://genome.sfu.ca/crispr/

WatCut, http://watcut.uwaterloo.ca

PolyPhen-2, http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/

SIFT, http://sift.bii.a-star.edu.sg
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